Detecting right ventricular dysfunction in patients diagnosed with low-risk pulmonary embolism: is routine computed tomographic pulmonary angiography sufficient?
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This commentary refers to ‘Early discharge and home treatment of patients with low-risk pulmonary embolism with the oral factor Xa inhibitor rivaroxaban: an international multicentre single-arm clinical trial’, by S. Barco et al., doi: 10.1093/eurheartj/ehz367.

We applaud Barco et al. for their multicentre single-arm management trial of 525 adults with acute low-risk pulmonary embolism (PE) who were directed to outpatient care on rivaroxaban after no more than two nights hospitalization. The low incidence of 3-month adverse events in the HoT-PE trial demonstrates the safety and effectiveness of their patient selection criteria and adds to the growing evidence supporting an early transition to ambulatory care either directly from the emergency department or after a short hospital stay.

To be eligible, patients were required to meet low-risk criteria including absence of right ventricular (RV) dysfunction on computed tomographic pulmonary angiography (CTPA) or echocardiography. Current European Society of Cardiology PE guidelines state that RV assessment is not necessary to site-of-care decision-making among low-risk patients. Yet more recent systematic reviews and meta-analyses suggest that RV enlargement on CTPA may identify a cohort of normotensive patients with acute PE at slightly higher risk for short-term adverse events, which may argue against immediate home discharge. But in one of our reviews (J.T.S.), we found that the relatively small likelihood ratios and minimal improvement in risk stratification with the addition of CT-defined RV functional data suggest that basing therapeutic decision-making solely on CT results is not warranted.

We have three questions that prepare the way for the translation of the HoT-PE study findings into routine patient care, should subsequent research undergird their findings. First, why did most CTPA cases also undergo echocardiography, when it was not required by study protocol? Does this imply a distrust of the CTPA RV measurements? Second, most PE studies evaluating the prognostic role of RV dysfunction via CTPA have used only two-dimensional axial transverse images and did not undertake complex multidplanar reconstruction. What kind of CTPA images were used in the HoT-PE study? Third, in study centres apart from study protocol, do radiologists routinely report on RV dimensions in their CTPA interpretations?

In our large 21-centre delivery system, we (D.R.V.) found only 287 of 1571 (18.3%) cases of positive CTPA reviewed for the eSPEED trial included a description of RV diameter.
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This commentary refers to ‘Detecting right ventricular dysfunction in patients diagnosed with low-risk pulmonary embolism: is routine computed tomographic pulmonary angiography sufficient?’, by D.R. Vinson et al., on page 3356.

Dr Vinson et al. 1 highlighted three important aspects concerning the assessment of right ventricular (RV) dysfunction in patients with acute pulmonary embolism (PE) who are haemodynamically stable at presentation. First, we fully agree with Dr Vinson et al.’s statement that therapeutic decision-making cannot be based on computerized tomography pulmonary angiography (CTPA) results alone. This is by no means the message of our trial.2,3 Below, we take the opportunity to clarify the points raised by Dr Vinson et al:

1. More than 85% of patients enrolled in the HoT-PE study underwent echocardiography.2 In the study protocol, it was stipulated that (i) ‘RV function must be properly assessed by either CTPA or echocardiography’ and that (ii) ‘echocardiography is recommended, but not compulsory’.2 We added the latter, non-binding recommendation hoping to collect further data (for later analysis) on the concordance between these two imaging techniques, not because we did not trust the CTPA findings. In the study, echocardiography has performed a median of 19.0 (interquartile range 6.5–24.0; n = 439) hours after the initial presentation, which was after the enrolment in the study and initiation of anticoagulant therapy in the majority of the cases.

2. Right ventricular dysfunction, which was defined by the presence of a right/left short-axis diameter ratio of >1.0, was assessed on CTPA on the 2D axial transverse plane and not by complex multiplanar reconstruction.3

3. We agree that the reporting on RV dimensions by radiologists is not (yet) routine outside the study protocol. However, this assessment is easy to perform and fast to report,4 and we hope that the results of our trial will motivate an increasing number of hospitals and their radiology departments to integrate reporting on the RV in clinical pathways of patients presenting with acute PE.
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